Extraordinary **TEAMS** that consistently perform at high levels are a result of many factors, but arguably the most important is **TRUST**. Nowhere is this more evident than in flight demonstration teams – pilots who literally put their lives in the hands of their teammates every day to expand the limits of individual and collective performance.

How does this happen? How do **LEADERS** create the atmosphere and dynamics that repeatedly drive these extraordinary results? And how can you take those lessons and apply them to your team back on the job?

Elite flight demonstration teams and professional organizations face many of the same challenges. Fast-paced technological advances, increased pressure to deliver new and better results, team members with different work styles and personalities, time pressures, and limited resources are just a few of the parallels between the two worlds, resulting in high risk, high stress and little margin for error. Analyzing the parallels can instruct, inspire, and better equip you to build an exceptional **TEAM** with improved performance, engagement, innovation, resilience, and retention.

In this engaging, interactive presentation, participants will join Captain George Dom, USN (Ret), former Commanding Officer and Flight Leader of the Blue Angels to:

- **Understand why HIGH-TRUST LEADERSHIP is critical to individual and organizational high performance**
- **Discover the core ingredients in achieving HIGH-TRUST in individuals and organizations**
- **Develop an individual action plan to apply the lessons of HIGH-TRUST to your most important relationships**

During this highly engaging and interactive presentation you will not only be given the key element of high-performing teams, but you’ll also gain insights into what it is like as a member of the elite Blue Angels flight demonstration squadron with “behind the scenes” video footage of a **high-trust team** in action.
Captain Dom brings over 30 years of executive leadership experience in high-performance organizations, currently leading a flight department for a Fortune 100 company. His decorated Navy career included Commander of the Navy Carrier Air Wing on USS JFK; Flight Leader of the Navy Flight Demonstration Squadron (Blue Angels); Commanding Officer of a combat strike-fighter squadron, Instructor Pilot at the Navy Fighter Weapons School (Topgun), Air Wing Strike Leader during Operation Desert Storm, and Division Chief on the strategic planning staff for the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs. He earned a BA degree from Duke University and completed graduate-level studies at the National Defense University.

In addition to his work in corporate aviation, Captain Dom founded the High-Trust Leadership Network, specializing in keynotes, workshops, and coaching. His mission is to help business leaders and their teams achieve and sustain high performance by following a clear path of precision, accountability, and focused engagement to reach the success they desire in work and life.